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Introduction
The breathing rate or respiration rate is the rate at which a 

normal person breaths per minute. Normally the breathing rate 
is measured by respirometer when the person is in rest state. The 
respiration rate may be increase due to illness or diseases. A normal 
person breath in minute about 12-18 times. Normal breathing rate 
change with the age differences such from the birth of baby to 7 
weeks the breathing rate is 30-40 age up to 6 months breathing 
rate is 25 to 40 and at age of 6 breathing rate is 20-25 and adults 
have normal breathing rate is 12 to 18. Sometimes babies have the 
breathing rate more than 50 which means they are suffering from 
the serious diseases. The normal breathing rate is the indicator for 
respiratory diseases. There are many reasons that are responsible 
for fluctuation in the normal breathing rate of a person such as 
anxiety in which person breaths faster than the normal, in fever 
with the increase in the temperature of body the respiration rate 
also increases, respiratory illnesses such as asthma or pneumonia 
produces difficulties for breathing which can increase the 
breathing rate hearts diseases and dehydration both can increase 
the respiration rate of a person [4,5]. A normal rate can change 
with the increasing age or level of activity but when there is range 
of breathing is too much or too much low it means that this is a 
medical problem and call for doctor.

Cricket is a professional game in the world and many people 
take interest in cricket and become fans of their favorite teams or 
become fans of just single player [6]. There are many categories of 
fans that watch and play cricket as it gives them relaxation from 
their boring routine and keeps them mentally and physically fit. 
Some are fanatic types of fans of cricket which go in ground with full 
preparation as they are going on the fashion show and they can live 
or can die with the score at the end. Some fans are the talker which 
talks all the match and won’t stop and they have no sports etiquette 
at all but gives us good company. Cricket have some loudmouth fans 
for which we cannot say anything whether they are lover or hater 
of cricket. Some are the fantasy team watcher which only talk about 
their favorites not for any other they do not focus on a single game. 
Some fans are the blind followers which are just spectator and mix 
up with those which cheers against their teams they just want to 
be always in action of cheering [7]. Some are the loyal season ticket 
holders which are the heart and souls of fans and they can’t think of 
any other teams except their own team. They are sports lover.

Material and Methods
Protocol to measure the respiration rate or breathing rate

Firstly, we gained the subject’s consent to measure the normal 
breathing rate. Then we sat them on the comfortable position and 
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on the normal temperature so low temperature in surrounding 
could cause shivering which could increase the breathing rate. We 
allowed them to sit for almost 20 minutes for complete comfort for 
taking precise measurement of breathing rate. Then we started to 
measure the respiration rate the number of chest movement up and 
down with the time by using stopwatch holding in hand. Then we 
again questioned them that they were interested in cricket or not. 
They gave us answers and we listed them one by one with their 
normal breathing range [8]. Then we calculated the average normal 
breathing rate of all subjects and also their standard deviations. 
Total of 130 subjects take their part in current survey. All the 
subjects were university students.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis and T-test was made by using Microsoft 

Excel.

Results and Discussion
The Table 1 shows that males with the average normal breathing 

rate of 27 with SD of 3.06 are interested in cricket while the other 
with 24 average normal breathing rate and with SD of 2.23 are not 
interested in cricket and p value is greater than the standard p value 
which shows non-significant relation between both. Then females 
which have 26 average breathing rate or respiration rate with the 
SD of 2.91 are lovers of cricket and other with 25 and SD of 2.54 
are not lovers of cricket [9]. Then the p value which is higher than 
the normal which shown there is non-significant relation between 
interest of people in cricket with the normal average breathing rate 
of people [10].

Table 1: p>0.1 so the p value shows non-significant relation 
between the normal breathing rate and interests of people in 
cricket.

Gender People that have 
Interest in Cricket 

People that have no 
Interest in Cricket P value

Males 27 ± 3.06 24 ± 2.23 0.6

Females 26 ± 2.91 25 ± 2.54 0.5

Conclusion
The conclusion from the current survey is that there is no 

scientific relation between interest of people in cricket with the 
normal respiration rate.
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